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Introduction
This survey was conducted online between 13th and 27th November 2019.
Berne Union Members were invited to submit their views on various layers of the strategic direction of
the association, from overall vision through to the prioritisation of specific activities. At the same time,
respondents were asked to provide feedback on their satisfaction with various aspects of current
operations.
The survey includes a mix of open text questions and structured inputs for rating, ranking and endorsing
various propositions.
The results are presented here as graphs and charts depicting the sumarised numeric responses, and
text summaries of the analysed open text answers, aided by graphs. Where a question invited
'comments' following a numeric response, these are included in raw form, immediately following the
graphs.
The longer open text responses are included in their entirety as an appendix, along with details of the
analysis carried out.
This summary is structured in 5 sections, in line with the same from the original survey:

1. Conception of vision and Aspiration

pp 2 - 5

2. Priority of strategic objectives

pp 6 - 11

3. Defining supporting activities

pp 12 - 16

4. Satisfaction with current provision

pp 17 - 20

5. Engagement with future development

pp 21 - 26
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§1. Vision and Aspiration
This section is composed of two open text questions on 'vision' and 'goals' for the Berne
Union. Members were asked to share their views on what they think the Berne Union should aspire to
be and encouraged to share ideas without any limitations.
Q. What is your vision for the Berne Union? What should be our ultimate purpose, ethos, essence?
Members’ vision for the Berne Union overall aligns quite closely with the current strategic pillars. The
top three themes referenced in the comments relate to 1.”facilitation of professional exchange” 2.
“providing a forum or network” and 3. “giving a voice to the industry”. Sharing of information is a standout priority and around a quarter of responses about information sharing explicitly mention ‘data’.
The ‘network’ function of the Berne Union is also highly evident in comments, largely expressed as a
focal point for connecting and facilitation communication, rather than a more social exchange.
These themes are mirrored in the perception of outward-looking purpose, where the epithet ‘voice for
the industry’ is common, and the aspirational Berne Union is described as ‘influential’, a ‘renowned
thought-leader’ and ‘predominant point of reference’, information and expertise for stakeholders. As a
‘voice for the industry’ Members talk about educating, increasing understanding of the business and
promoting the industry.
Beyond those dominant themes, there is significant support for a number of more specific, or proactive
actions. This includes a desire to develop collective actions and to define and promote certain
standards and principles in e.g. underwriting, governance, transparency and ethics. There is also
support for providing or facilitating technical education and training and a number of Members talk
about promoting or facilitating collaboration, both between members and with other industry
stakeholders(banks, DFIs, governments and other financial institutions).
A quite significant portion of responses (~20%) reference ‘supporting industry interests’ in the face of
shared challenges. In many cases this is with specific reference to regulation and just over half (11%)
make explicit reference to ‘advocacy’ or ‘lobbying’.
There are also a number of comments which do not neatly fit into these themes. This includes:
the suggestion to broaden the remit of the Berne Union to also include domestic trade
the idea to work on development of a 'digital cooperation platform' involving internal and external
stakeholders
a proposed role for the Berne Union in strengthening the level playing field for export credit
and a call to encourage bold commitments from members with regards to their renewables
commitments
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Note that this graph does not show direct responses, but is based on analysis of open text responses,
please consult the appendix for full comments.
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§1. Vision and Aspiration
Q. What aspirations do you have for the Berne Union?
- What goals, impact or output would you like to see us achieve in five years' time?
- Please choose 4 key areas you think are most important
Asked to identify key goals or areas of impact, Members produced a long and wide-ranging set of
proposals. In the analysis of responses, we divided this into 13 separate themes, which fall into roughly
3 categories in terms of frequency of appearance. There are four top objectives: two roughly focused
on internal activity and two externally focused:
1. Better knowledge management – this involves consolidating and improving access to
information and collected knowledge-resources, including business data, non-confidential member
info, technical information on products and risks, insights and analysis of trends and documented
outcomes of meetings
2. Quality and accuracy of data – Members are looking for well-defined, reliable, consistent,
relevant, representative. Some ask for simplification in the interests of improving accuracy and
others stress that all data collection should be for a concrete use and benefit
3. Increase visibility and outreach – Members ask that the Berne Union should continue to develop
its external profile, to ‘take a lead’ in the industry and establish itself as an authoritative point of
reference. This includes continuing on-going meetings and developing the capacity sharing
marketplace as an outreach vehicle
4. Solidify network and opportunities for collaboration – Comments describe a proactive support
promoting collaboration, partnership and capacity building between members and externally
The second most frequently mentioned themes are: 1. Improved member engagement 2. Achieving
regulatory influence, increasing analytical insights and 4. Improved meetings and networking.
Improved member engagement is a natural compliment to the already-recognised focus on
information sharing and promotion of cooperation. Comments emphasis reciprocity, knowledgetransfer greater interaction from a wider pool of individuals. Some also warn of a reduction in
engagement resulting from the increasing size of the Union.
Regulatory influence is also about providing a consolidated voice and most comments talk about
promoting the industry or its products, increasing awareness and defending interests. Several explicitly
reference bank regulation.
Comments relating to analytical insights partially overlap with knowledge management. Members
want to see documented outcomes of meetings and other work and better use of inputs from e.g data
collection. As well as this several comments talk about providing insight through research and reports
and being more of a ‘thought leader’.
A number of comments specifically reference Berne Union Meetings, requesting an increase in
relevance, high-level guest speakers and adapting meeting dynamics to the number of participants.
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§1. Vision and Aspiration
The third and final bank of themes includes workstreams focused on:
developing standards and best practice, with concrete guidance on topics such as:
underwriting, governance, AML, KYC and climate change
education and training – providing quality education materials, effective training programmes,
supporting young professionals and ‘training the next generation’ and supporting understanding
of digitalisation and insuretech
improving operational efficiency – streamlining processes and activities, with a strengthened,
versatile and empowered Secretariat, efficient organisation and cost-consciousness. A
significant number of comments also speak about revising, adjusting or aligning the committee
structures, reducing bureaucracy and exploring synergies with ICISA

Note that this graph does not show direct responses, but is based on analysis of open text responses,
please consult the appendix for full comments.
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§2. Priority of Strategic Objectives
In this Section, Members were asked to identify which are the main strategic components which will
deliver the vision of the Berne Union which they described in the last section.
The questions asked members to drag sliders on a number of pre-defined 'objectives' to indicate
relative levels of priority in respect to their personal vision for the Berne Union.
Q. Sliders ranking relative priority of strategic objectives
Feedback from the sliders has been averaged to present an overall ranking of the set of objectives,
standard deviation shows those objectives for which the range of answers was largest (least
agreement). Individual responses are included, as histograms with normal distribution curves showing
the rang and frequency of responses in each case.
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§2. Priority of Strategic Objectives
Comments
Avoid trying to make the BU a brand in itself or an international institution. Facilitation and
representation should remain the main ambitions.
The choices sound good to me. Please remember that we are the most recently established ECA, hence
we lack the experience to cover all topics
Should NOT be part of BU strategy: sustainable development, political initiatives, lobbying
The global reach of the BU membership is a key strength, and there are opportuities to grow
membership in Latin America, Africa and Asia. However growing new membership should not be a
strategic focus, but rather one that BU responds to. Given the diverse nature of the BU membership,
consideration should be taken when prioritising strategic objectives, about whether the strategic focus
/ activity is for the benefit of many members, or for a similiar, core group of members every time.
Promotor of Awareness with very defined rules Build a technological platform between Members
(Blockchain).
Some of the objectives may entail in-built controversies depending on the membership. A balance may
be needed.
We believe by taking more parts both on internal and external, will be creating and enhancing role of
organization
We think the BU should be a repository of consistent, reliable data to be used internally.
External objectives: not necessarily a part of the strategy: being regarded as 'an thought-leader and a
provider of knowledge'. Focus should be on making / keeping the BU THE authoritative source of data
and to be successful in promoting and protecting the members' interests
The Berne Union could also serve as a lead 'idea generator' and conduct research on how to measure
its members' impact on their national economies and global trade. The new data reporting guidelines
are very useful, however there could be more work done on specifying all data and providing more
analytical insight into them.
All objectives listed above should be included.
Global Reach / Comprehensive Representation: If the question would have referred to "all relevant
institutions" we could have given it higher priority. Inclusiveness yes, but we prefer quality over
quantity.
Pretty nice summary of all key objectives. We would propose placing less external emphasis on the
diversity of the membership's interests and to coalesce around the vision, purpose, ethos and essence
of the Union.
The present focus of the Berne union and its members should be to work on developing infrastructure
and pool of resources for continued internal and external research activities.
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§2. Priority of Strategic Objectives
Comments Continued
Re Cultivator of future generations; great with efforts to bring more young professionals to the BU
meetings, however, not necessarily an extensive initiative. An idea is a mini version of an AGM for
young professionals Re Global reach/comprehensive representation: The BU needs a proactive
membership strategy including targets. We need to target large influential ECAs/Eximbanks not
currently members of the BU. Re setter of standards should also include sustainability issues Re driver
of sustainability: The diverse membership makes it difficult for the BU to be a driver of sustainability

Q. What do you think is the best overall balance between internal and external activities?
- Thinking about the strategic objectives from the last section, what should be the overall focus of our
work?
- How should we balance internal and external focus?
- How should the Berne Union conceive of and present its 'voice'?

INTERNAL
FOCUS

EXTERNAL
FOCUS
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§2. Priority of Strategic Objectives
Q. Do you believe the Berne Union should be the 'voice of its members', the wider 'voice of the
credit/investment insurance industry' at large, any other voice, or no voice at all?
Members were asked to characterise their desired ‘voice’ for the Berne Union, with a number of
prompts. Responses were roughly spilt between comments on what kind of voice the BU should have,
and what it should be used for.
45% of comments describe the Berne Union as the voice of the industry (or suggest this should
be the aspiration). A wider voice is suggested to have greater credibility and influence externally.
36% rather see the Berne Union as the voice of its members, preferring that it is members’
interests which are specifically protected and advance. External communication should be in
pursuit of mutually agreed objectives.
Several comments said that ultimately the Berne Union should be both a voice for its members
and for the wider industry. Pointing out that there is significant overlap, and which is more
prominent may require context.
21% of comments preferred that the Berne Union maintains a more inward focus, providing a
platform for members to share, to learn and to grow, rather than focusing on diffuse external
objectives.
When it comes to external communications, Members are split:
15% of comments prefer a neutral or informational voice, promoting knowledge and reliable
information, explaining and promoting the industry
9% rather prefer a stronger external voice which can be used to influence regulators, engage in
advocacy and lobby for particular outcomes.
Further comments suggest the Berne Union should have the ability to wield a strong voice where
necessary and suggest we should seek a balance, depending on circumstances. Outreach, publications
and work like the Capacity Sharing Marketplace are given as examples where a strong but balanced
voice can help improve impact.
Other comments warn of taking a strong position on sensitive issues and suggest that the external
voice should be carefully managed and used in a transparent manner.
When used, the voice should be ‘rooted in experience’, ‘reliable data’ and ‘industry expertise’, and
overall the BU should be knowledgeable to speak not only about trends, but to have the insight to
explain why.
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§3. Defining Supporting Activities
This section asked Members to expand on the specific activities, tasks or outputs which they believe
would deliver the strategic objectives discussed in the previous section.
Q. With reference to your own 'vision' outlined in the first section, what concrete supporting
activities should the Berne Union allocate resources to in order to achieve its objective(s)?
With regards to resource allocation, two to themes stand out above others: 1. Quality of meetings and
2. Quality of data. With respect to meetings, Members suggest:
increase in the number of technical and / or product-specific meetings
more interactive meetings
joint meetings with other groups to tackle collective problems
documented outcomes of meetings
For data, the focus is on:
Completeness – ensuring all members report
Monitoring for consistency
Analysis and projection
Distribution, including through continued development of web platform
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Behind these two a number of other repeated themes are similarly frequent in the comments:
Improved knowledge management, including a more outward dissemination of knowledge and
information through research, publications and better use of technology.
Supporting the development of members (through educational programmes, scholarships and training
workshops) and the industry (through joint initiatives on e.g. digital platforms and solutions) are
recurring themes. As is regulatory support, including the suggestion to hire a lobbyist / government
affairs specialist.
Comments on Secretariat development suggest strengthening the skills and competencies of the
Secretariat by prioritising staff retention, increasing overall size (at least one more resource) and
encouraging greater focus, but developing specific competences and analytical skills.
Q. Thinking about current Berne Union outputs, how should we best focus our resources?
- Would you like to see a decrease, increase or maintained investment in the following activities? (in
terms of time, money, other resources).
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Q. How do you feel about the following proposals for specific new projects to undertake?
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§3. Defining Supporting Activities
Comments
EIS cannot be ignore and the BU should play its part
An educational program would be the best course of action. Training should vary from one day and up
to professional certification.
As previously mentioned, one of the internal goals for the next year should be that of consolidating the
information channels, which could be achieved – inter alia – by i) creating an online repository by topic,
to properly organise all the information the BU periodically fed by the members on specific topics of
interest, and render these available for consultation and use; ii) re-drafting the reporting and
operational guidelines; iii) verifying the consistence and quality of business data provided by members
at every reporting round, as appropriate.
BU should not attempt to expand focus/projects until the BU has meets the more pressing demands of
data and outreach. BU needs to codify current efforts and develop its institutional
knowledge/expertise.
Explore how digital disruption will affect the business models of members and develop an agenda for
the Berne Union.
It is difficult to judge in the absence of further info. Building an interactive 'online community' for
members appears aspirational and positive, however the first question is what is the need that this
would be addressing, and how would this platform be designed in a way to facilitate BU members'
engagement and utilisation. A BU workflow on promoting sustainability issues recognises that this is
an increasingly important issue. But we would like to understand what is defined as "sustainability
issues" from the BU workflow persepctive, and the intended objective and outcomes of this workflow.
The Berne Union could also increase awareness to the export credit sector's activities through the
publication of attractive, non-specialist material to make export credit easy to understand for all.
Sharing of members data on different markets including exposures,claims,recoveries and etc.through
BU website
Building a truly interactive online community for members isn't easy but could be worthwhile – but not
if it detracts from other priorities (i.e. would require additional resources at the secretariat).
Educational programs will ensure new talent is developed to become future leaders, to broaden
perspectives and to drive innovation.
An interactive on line community would facilitate the link and communication among Members
Educational workshop e.g. every two years designed for newcomers and trainees of BU members. Very
Basic, lecturers could come from experienced BU members. No need to pay for outside lecturers. Not
sure whether webinars would in the end attract people.
Both areas can be very beneficial to all BU members
We think the intranet can still develop further and increase its usefulness for members' staffs. This, of
course, requires efforts also on the members' part.
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§3. Defining Supporting Activities
Comments Continued
The activities of BU should follow its main objectives which are increasing the share of support on the
overall international trade. This could not be achieved alone, so the means of cooperation with other
stakeholders could start also via growing information provided online, the support of the promotion of
sustainable issues is of course the integrated part of work of all BU members, therefore it should be
well-communicated to the outside world.
In addition to regular data reporting activities performed twice annually, short surveys can be used
monthly to monitor country and sector-based business trends without any member disclosing their
transactions or business volumes explicitly, such as upward and downward claims, limits or recoveries
indications. For long term studies on the other hand, a researcher or a team of researchers might use
the data to make a comprehensive sectoral or country-based analyses. This kind of studies are already
performed by large ECAs. This initiative, if materialized under the roof of Berne Union, might deliver
great value for smaller institutions that cannot allocate time and manpower for such studies on their
own. Additionally, publishing these studies will also contribute to the reputation of the Union and its
outreach.
BU needs to tackle the issue of sustainability, however, not necessarily promote it
Under 'Building a truly interactive online community' for members, there should be a section where
basic features of the products offered by the ECAs must be presented. This will help other members to
learn and/or offer their comments on the products.
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§4. Satisfaction with Current Provision
This section asked Members to indicate the main reasons they value Berne Union membership.
Q. Rank the following membership benefits from most important (1) to least important (13)

LOWEST RANK

HIGHEST RANK
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§4. Satisfaction with Current Provision
Q. Please provide feedback on your satisfaction with our services and processes as outlined below
Net Satisfaction Rating
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§4. Satisfaction with Current Provision
Q. Please comment on the ratings you have given, with a focus on constructive criticism
- Which areas need most improvement, and what concrete steps or outcomes would you like to see?

Outreach and regulatory is a bit uncertain .... time demands are quite high. Committee structures really
don't work.
In general, the BU is lead professionally with a high level of dedication from ECA It is more difficult for
the private members to match this level of commitment, which creates a certain imbalance in the
orientation and priorities ... but no one is to be blamed for that.
Management committee is too big, therefore too unwiedly to be truely effective
The Berne Union is a unique platform for information sharing and networking between members.
Business data as well as qualitative information gathered during the meetings represent one of the
major assets of the organisation, together with the strong community spirit and the propensity to
share respective experiences the BU was able to create over the years (differently from other
international fora, which are mainly focused on regulatory aspects). However, transparency and access
to such information should be further improved; at the same time, the meetings' structure and content
should be calibrated and transformed in order to better meet members' expectations. On the other
hand, the Secretariat should make an effort to reduce the administrative burden on members, which
could be achieved by an improved coordination within the team (e.g. combining duplicative activities,
avoiding asking multiple feedback to members on the same topic, properly spacing the various
deadlines over the time) and simplified/streamlined internal processes. More insight and analysis
should be conducted by the Secretariat to draw conclusions and indications on trends and meaningful
developments. This is currently wholly lacking..
Top priority should be ensuring that members needs are met vis-à-vis data and outreach. Initiatives
should be institutionalized and secretariat should be augmented to optimize those efforts and ensure
long-run stability.
The hard work of the data working group should ensure improved quality and consistency of data for
the 2020 BU surveys, which will be very good.
Much more added value could be generated from the data collected.
Asei for last four or five years missed some opportunities in BU meetings and event but in general, we
believe level of BU performing meets all members needs
One of the most important issues should be data collecting and management, including a repository of
knowledge and a deeper analysis of trends coming from the data, once this is consistent and reliable.
Data reporting & analytics, outreach and regulatory support are the areas which I Believe need most
improvement from the Berne Union. - Data need to be well specified by all members and described as
granularly as possible by the Berne Union during the AGM and Spring meetings. - The Berne Union
could increase public awareness to its members' activity - It could also play a more proactive role in
influencing regulatory changes that are relevant to its members
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§4. Satisfaction with Current Provision
Comments Continued
Creation of a strong community Effective outreach Quality of meetings content
We anticipate more progress to be shared in relation to the 'BU Data'. Specifically, in relation the
analysis of the compiled data from the BU members. "Generating insights from data" (i.e. the sharing of
not just the 'numbers' but also 'what they actually mean') would be an area that could see more
improvement.
Stimulate interaction among members (for example discussion forum not very much used - if you send
e-mail to members you get many answers, unlike if you post a question on discussion forum, not many
answers received, not much interaction among members outside of meetings), information and
knowledge gathered is not well organized and presented (difficult to search for certain specific topic)
There seems to be almost too much deference to the principle of previous structures, processes,
possibly even a sense of needing unanimity and inclusion at the expense of forging a majority view
(75%?) of what to prioritise and what to take a leading stance on in the world. It would be perhaps a
good idea to seek wider membership acceptance for the new vision, purpose, ethos and essence of the
Union and to really lead the membership towards fulfilment of its ambition.
Why do we value the membership the most: Is information sharing on the Spring and Autumn meetings
- specially the current situation on the international markets, news about buyers, arrerrs, claims, and
also the bilateral meetings for discussion about potential business, building interantional relations with
other Members, signing MOUs, CAs, etc. About the second question in this section - which areas need
most improvements: Involve the Members into active communication among themselves and sharing
the knowledge and experiences is the key role in growing the joint effort for cooperation. Therefore
the structure of the meeting should always have included the part with educational section in relevant
areas and practical case studies.
To ensure the efficient use of member data, employment of a researcher or a sector professional with
relevant research experience may be useful.
Focus on interactive communication and knowledge-sharing among members
1. Fairness between members 2. Transparency of processes 3. Effective Regulatory Support 4.
Generating Insights from Data
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§5. Future Development
This section asked Members how they would propose to restructure Berne Union operations, and how
they suggest to finance any additional initiatives or activities committed to.
Q. Do you feel that the current structure of the Berne Union is sufficient to carry out the activities
you want to see?
Members were asked to think about the structure of the Berne Union and prompted to consider, as
examples, the structure of the Committees, the capabilities of the Secretariat or any other changes
they believe would be helpful in achieving our goals.
Most of the responses focused on the two prompts relating to: committee structure and secretariat
structure.
Overall, there is significant support for adjusting the Committee structures (31% of answers). This is
suggested to enhance relevance of discussions, facilitate more productive meetings, especially with
regards to MLT business, where 16% explicitly reference the convergence between the MLT and INV
committees and suggest to resolve this though some kind of merger or integration, while dealing with
extraneous issues through sub-groups (9% also specifically suggest the creation of an ECA
Committee).
At the same time, a significant number (19%) of comments indicate Members are happy with the
current structure, and they indicate that the Plenary, Breakout sessions and social events provide
ample opportunity for exchange of information outside the Committees.
Views regarding the Secretariat structure are more nuanced:
25% indicate that the skills and size of the Secretariat will depend on the overall objectives and
activities committed to and what we wish to achieve. In the first instance, Members indicate a desire to
see a fully-staffed and stabled Secretariat, with attention paid to staff retention over time. Internal
activities are currently well covered, but if we wish to increase things like research or regulatory
support, more capacity may be required.
13% would like to see an upgrade to the size and /or skills of the Secretariat. 16% believe the current
Secretariat is fit for purpose and some suggest a ‘reorientation of objectives’ rather than a net increase
in resources. Others suggest a compromise approach of using outsourced resources to augment and
fill specific gaps.
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Q. How would your organisation like to contribute to the Berne Union strategy?
- e.g. do you have ideas relating to one of the supporting activities, do you have resources to
contribute, etc.
COFACE: We would support reflecting on cooperation with ICISA and/or articulation with other
industry leaders (reinsurers, domestic insurers)
SACE is currently an active member of the MC and it is also engaged in many other BU activities (Data
Task Force, MLT Committee, Digitalisation Steering Committee, SME Steering Committee). As always,
SACE remains available to provide its support, provided that the administrative burden on members
does not become unsustainable or incompatible with the daily business activities.
GIEK: We may organise a meeting, make presentations to work-shops, contribute to the yearbook and
other.
US EXIM: people, ideas
PwC: We would be prepared to share our expertise on sustainability.
NZECO: In the medium-term, NZEC could be in a position to host a specialist technical meeting.
LIBERTY: We could contribute to thinking about the Committee structures with the aim of balancing
the interests of the public ECAs, private ECAs and private insurers.
FINNVERA is available to contribute to discussions, brainstrorming, we have been moderators, and
president, etc. etc.
CREDENDO: Participating to the thinking about a new committee structure.
ASEI so far only have an experiences in ST business. By taking part in all BU activities and exchanging
expertise and skills, will be one of our contribution to wider our role in promoting export credit
insurance to sustainable growth in global economic.
CESCE: Currently contributing through the MC.
BPIFRANCE: Invite consultants specialised in E&S impact assessment to share knowledge and
practical advice
KSURE: We have been quite active at the Berne Union, e.g. by taking chair positions in the
Committees, participating as panels, taking part in the Management Committee, and etc. We have
recently seen one of our young professionals in the Core Group of YPs. We look forward to more
contribution from the Young Professionals in the coming days(not just from our institution, but from all
BU members)
SERV is happy to contribute to the Berne Union Strategy as a member of the MC.
HBOR, although being small ECA contributes to BU development: member of management committee,
vice chair of PCC and has organized one specialist meeting this year
SIDBANKA: We can contribute with ideas relating to one of the supporting activities but have limited
resources for active contribution in process of implementing those activities.
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Comments Continued
AXA XL: Continued full engagement backed by the substantial resources of AXA XL and AXA Group.
EXIMBANKA SR: As we are already leading the OTF, we would be prepared to continue in the
outreach activities.
TURK EXIM: We can share with other members our own experiences and best practices at the
trainings and workshops.
ECGC will be happy to offer its subject matter experts in terms of writing reports, presenting papers,
etc.
CHUBB: unfortuantely, resources to contribute are limited
EXPORT FINANCE AUSTRALIA: Unfortunately, given that we are a small member geographically
removed from the Secretariat and core membership base, we are not in a position to contribute
resources to this end.
SOVEREIGN: we are really too small (12 people) to be able to contribute that much in terms of
technical support
Q. How do you think we should best fund future investments in the priority areas you have
identified?
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Please comment on your answer above - Do you have an alternative suggestion (not in the options)
for financing our future investments? - If you think we need to reduce investment in some areas,
then which?
Private members are an obvious target if the BU becomes more relevant to them. Sponsorship - why
not?!
We would rather support working with similar resources, which may of reduce some ambitions. Not
only by spirit of economy, but also by fear not to be able to dedicate significantly more time.
While it may be difficult to justify limiting the number of memebrs, the effectiveness of current
meetings is under threat of diminishing simply because of the sheer number of participants.
Membership fees should not increase.
As noted above, we suggest reduced efforts regarding efforts to influence regulations, particularly
those concentrated within the EU, and via joint meetings with stakeholders outside the core
membership.
Future investments could be financed also through reserves. Ongoing investments (e.g. IT,
Communication) should be evaluated diligently on a case by case basis.
Drop the Spring meeting.
Other suggestion - combine Spring and Fall AGM into one meeting.
Prioritization when facing resource limits; top priority (money, staff time, etc.) should be data and
outreach.
Any new prioritisation, by the nature of this process, should also require the completion of a prior
strategic activity and/or reduced investment in another area.
Perhaps consider one meeting a year rather than two.
Again, we feel that the BU is getting to large and unwieldy, and would support not expanding
membership any further
Sponsorship possibilties should be discussed - pros and cons. Possibilities to reduce meeting days in a
meeting week. Division of labour in the secretariat - content providers and meeting logistics providers
, instead of committee support admin?
By increasing number of member could be another options to assist and promote export credit
insurance and investment insurance in sustainable growth in global economic of a country.
Use reserves and surplus from activities to fund the suggested increases in resources...
In general, we are not a supporter of increasing the number of members just for the matter of fund
raising, or for increasing the membership fees. Also in general, we do not have objections against
(selected) forms of sponsorship. Quite regularly, we have external speakers from e.g. banks, law firms
or other consultancy firms and as long as BU is defining the topic that is being discussed, we do not
have a problem with the fact that these companies are seeking exposure to the BU community.
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§5. Future Development
Comments Continued
Increased efficiency and better project management could free up some resources. Critical evaluation
of all activities and their contribution to the BU Strategy in order to identify costly and ineffective
activities.
Charging for additional services only to those who use them
In view of the need to reduce general reserves, in accordance with appropriate tax advice, any initial
increased operational running costs could be paid for by running down these reserves for a while. If the
objectives and goals are successful, the membership would surely support an increase in the
membership fees at that stage.
We are not oposing any of the above mentioned options, if they will be necessary. We believe, that if
these are well communicated with the membership base and giving a clear reasoning, any of the above
mentioned options could be used, however the main driver of these changes must be what do we want
to achieve and where we want to move in which priority areas. So first step should be identify the
priority areas for the future, than increase of the efficiency of the Member´s involvement in these
areas and if this would not be satisfactory, then we will discuss the necessary steps on possibilities
funding of the future investments.Where all the above mentioned possibilities would be an option.
Introduction of varying member fees depending on the extent of one's membership. One example
could be an extra fee to be part of young professionals or an extra fee to gain access to the interactive
online community
BU could relook at the frequency of some of the workshops / meetings where the members could meet
once in two years, in cases where topics of discussion turn repetitive.

Members Responding: 38/85 (45%)
AOFI; ASEI; ASHRA; ATI; ATRADIUS; AXA XL; BANCOMEXT; BPI FRANCE; CESCE; CHUBB;
COFACE; CREDENDO; ECGC; EGFI; EKF; EKN; EXIM R; EXIMBANKA SR; EXIMGARANT; EXPORT
EGYPT; EXPORT FINANCE AUSTRALIA; FCIA; FINNVERA; GIEK; HBOR; HKEC; KREDEX; KSURE;
LIBERTY; NZECO; PWC; SACE; SERV; SID; SINOSURE; SOVEREIGN; TURK EXIMBANK; US
EXIMBANK
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